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THE CAMBRIDGE WORLD HISTORY
Cambridge University Press The era from 1400 to 1800 saw intense biological, commercial, and cultural exchanges, and the
creation of global connections on an unprecedented scale. Divided into two books, Volume 6 of the Cambridge World History series
considers these critical transformations. The ﬁrst book examines the material and political foundations of the era, including global
considerations of the environment, disease, technology, and cities, along with regional studies of empires in the eastern and western
hemispheres, crossroads areas such as the Indian Ocean, Central Asia, and the Caribbean, and sites of competition and conﬂict,
including Southeast Asia, Africa, and the Mediterranean. The second book focuses on patterns of change, examining the expansion of
Christianity and Islam, migrations, warfare, and other topics on a global scale, and oﬀering insightful detailed analyses of the
Columbian exchange, slavery, silver, trade, entrepreneurs, Asian religions, legal encounters, plantation economies, early industrialism,
and the writing of history.

ESSENTIAL CLINICAL GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING AND TREATING AUTISM
John Wiley & Sons Coauthored by the premier expert on autism in the United States and an experienced academic and practicing
pediatrician, this volume provides concise and practical information based on the most up-to-date research and clinical experience for
primary care givers around the world. Showing clinicians how to most eﬀectively use evidence-based techniques, this invaluable guide
oﬀers primary-care providers access to expert, current research and practice guidelines allowing them to conﬁdently support children
who present with symptoms of autism.

FLOTSAM
Andersen Press Limited A bright, science-minded boy goes to the beach equipped to collect and examine ﬂotsam-anything ﬂoating
that has been washed ashore. Bottles, lost toys, small objects of every description are among his usual ﬁnds. But there's no way he
could have prepared for one particular discovery: a barnacle-encrusted underwater camera, with its own secrets to share . . . and to
keep.

A CONCISE HISTORY OF THE WORLD
Cambridge University Press A concise history of the world from the Paleolithic to the present, telling the story of humans as
producers and reproducers.

WHEN BIOSPHERES COLLIDE: A HISTORY OF NASA'S PLANETARY PROTECTION PROGRAMS
A HISTORY OF NASA'S PLANETARY PROTECTION PROGRAMS
Government Printing Oﬃce PRINT FORMAT ONLY NOTE: NO FURTHER DISCOUNT FOR THIS PRINT PRODUCT- OVERSTOCK SALE -Signiﬁcantly reduced list price This new book from the NASA History Series tackles an interesting duo of biological problems that will
be familiar to anybody who has seen photos of Apollo astronauts quarantined after their return to Earth. Namely, how do we avoid
contaminating celestial bodies with Earthly germs when we send spacecraft to study these bodies, and how do we avoid spreading
foreign biological matter from space when our robotic and human spacefarers return to Earth? Biological matter from an external
system could potentially cause an unchecked epidemic either on Earth or in space so strict precautions are necessary. Each time a
space vehicle visits another world it runs the risk of forever changing that extraterrestrial environment. We are surrounded on Earth
by a mélange of diﬀerent microorganisms, and if some of these hitchhike onboard a space mission, they could contaminate and start
colonies on a diﬀerent planet. Such an occurrence would irrevocably alter the nature of that world, compromise all future scientiﬁc
exploration of the body, and possibly damage any extant life on it. By inadvertently carrying exotic organisms back to Earth on our
spacecraft, we also risk the release of biohazardous materials into our own ecosystem. Such concerns were recognized by scientists
even before the 1957 launch of Sputnik. This book presents the history of planetary protection by tracing the responses to the above
concerns on NASA’s missions to the Moon, Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, and many smaller bodies of our solar system. The book relates
the extensive eﬀorts put forth by NASA to plan operations and prepare space vehicles that return exemplary science without
contaminating the biospheres of other worlds or our own. To protect irreplaceable environments, NASA has committed to conducting
space exploration in a manner that is protective of the bodies visited, as well as of our own planet.
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DISCOVERING THE WESTERN PAST, VOLUME II: SINCE 1500
Cengage Learning This successful Western history version of the popular Discovering series provides a broad range of both visual
and written sources. The unique pedagogical framework includes The Problem, Sources and Method, The Evidence, Questions to
Consider, and Epilogue and Evaluation sections in each chapter. This structure promotes critical thinking, sharpens analytical skills,
and builds student interest in the subject matter. DISCOVERING THE WESTERN PAST: A LOOK AT THE EVIDENCE, Volume II: Since
1500, Seventh Edition, emphasizes historical study as interpretation rather than memorization of data, with actual documents and
artifacts from which students develop answers to historical questions--and learn to think like historians. Signiﬁcantly revised, this
edition includes four new chapters: “Royal Power and Overseas Expansion, 1450-1540” (Ch. 2); “Motherhood, Nationalism, and
Women's Political Role, 1848-1940” (Ch. 10); “Cold War Cultures: Visions of the 'Good Life' in East and West” (Ch. 13); and “Europe
and the Iraq War” (Ch. 14). Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

DISCOVERING THE GLOBAL PAST
Cengage Learning This successful world history reader in the popular DISCOVERING series contains a six-part pedagogical
framework that guides students through the process of historical inquiry and explanation. Each chapter is organized within the same
pedagogical framework: The Problem, Background, The Method, The Evidence, Questions to Consider, and Epilogue. The text
emphasizes historical study as interpretation rather than memorization of data. The Fourth Edition integrates new documents and
revised coverage throughout, while the comparative chapters contribute to a more thorough and balanced examination of global
history. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.

HEAVY BURDENS
SEVEN WAYS LGBTQ CHRISTIANS EXPERIENCE HARM IN THE CHURCH
Brazos Press Religious faith reduces the risk of suicide for virtually every American demographic except one: LGBTQ people.
Generations of LGBTQ people have been alienated or condemned by Christian communities. It's past time that Christians confronted
the ongoing and devastating eﬀects of this legacy. Many LGBTQ people face overwhelming challenges in navigating faith, gender, and
sexuality. Christian communities that uphold the traditional sexual ethic often unwittingly make the path more diﬃcult through
unexamined attitudes and practices. Drawing on her sociological training and her leadership in the Side B/Revoice conversation,
Bridget Eileen Rivera, who founded the popular website Meditations of a Traveling Nun, speaks to the pain of LGBTQ Christians and
helps churches develop a better pastoral approach. Rivera calls to mind Jesus's woe to religious leaders: "They tie up heavy burdens,
hard to bear, and lay them on the shoulders of others; but they themselves are unwilling to lift a ﬁnger to move them" (Matt. 23:4).
Heavy Burdens provides an honest account of seven ways LGBTQ people experience discrimination in the church, helping Christians
grapple with hard realities and empowering churches across the theological spectrum to navigate better paths forward.

A COMPANION TO GENDER HISTORY
John Wiley & Sons A Companion to Gender History surveys the history of women around the world, studies their interaction with
men in gendered societies, and looks at the role of gender in shaping human behavior over thousands of years. An extensive survey of
the history of women around the world, their interaction with men, and the role of gender in shaping human behavior over thousands
of years. Discusses family history, the history of the body and sexuality, and cultural history alongside women’s history and gender
history. Considers the importance of class, region, ethnicity, race and religion to the formation of gendered societies. Contains both
thematic essays and chronological-geographic essays. Gives due weight to pre-history and the pre-modern era as well as to the
modern era. Written by scholars from across the English-speaking world and scholars for whom English is not their ﬁrst language.

DISCOVERING THE WESTERN PAST, VOLUME I: TO 1789
Cengage Learning This successful Western history version of the popular Discovering series provides a broad range of both visual
and written sources. The unique pedagogical framework includes The Problem, Sources and Method, The Evidence, Questions to
Consider, and Epilogue and Evaluation sections in each chapter. This structure promotes critical thinking, sharpens analytical skills,
and builds student interest in the subject matter. DISCOVERING THE WESTERN PAST: A LOOK AT THE EVIDENCE, Volume I: To 1789,
Seventh Edition, emphasizes historical study as interpretation rather than memorization of data, with actual documents and artifacts
from which students develop answers to historical questions-and learn to think like historians. The new edition includes two new
chapters, which explore health and disease in the Greek World as well as the activities of monarchs in Portugal, Castile, and Aragon
who were interested in expanding their territories and inﬂuence in 1450-1540. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

THE CAMBRIDGE WORLD HISTORY: VOLUME 6, THE CONSTRUCTION OF A GLOBAL WORLD, 1400–1800 CE,
PART 1, FOUNDATIONS
Cambridge University Press The era from 1400 to 1800 saw intense biological, commercial, and cultural exchanges, and the
creation of global connections on an unprecedented scale. Divided into two books, Volume 6 of the Cambridge World History series
considers these critical transformations. The ﬁrst book examines the material and political foundations of the era, including global
considerations of the environment, disease, technology, and cities, along with regional studies of empires in the eastern and western
hemispheres, crossroads areas such as the Indian Ocean, Central Asia, and the Caribbean, and sites of competition and conﬂict,
including Southeast Asia, Africa, and the Mediterranean. The second book focuses on patterns of change, examining the expansion of
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Christianity and Islam, migrations, warfare, and other topics on a global scale, and oﬀering insightful detailed analyses of the
Columbian exchange, slavery, silver, trade, entrepreneurs, Asian religions, legal encounters, plantation economies, early industrialism,
and the writing of history.

RETHINKING POLITICISATION IN POLITICS, SOCIOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Springer Nature This book decisively advances the academic debate on politicisation beyond the state of the art. It is the ﬁrst book
to theorise and conceptualise ‘politicisation’ across the epistemic communities of diﬀerent subdisciplines, bringing together the
diﬀerent strands in the debate: (international) political theory, political sociology, comparative politics, EU studies, legal theory and
international relations. This provides a comprehensive discussion of diﬀerent concepts of politicisation, their ontological and
theoretical backgrounds, and their analytical value, including speech-act, practice- and actor-oriented approaches. Furthermore, the
linkages of politicisation to the concepts of politics and the political, democracy, depoliticisation, juridiﬁcation, populism, and
Euroscepticism are clariﬁed. Finally, the book shows how the methodological toolbox in empirical politicisation research can be
completed regarding diﬀerent arenas, actors and modes of politicisation. The volume thus provides a much-needed theoretical and
conceptual reﬂection to the newly emerging research ﬁeld of politicisation in order to recognise and deﬁne the key issues and build a
solid foundation for further debate and empirical research. ‘When does something come to be considered political - for good or for ill?
In social scientiﬁc terms, what is politicisation, under what conditions does it occur, created by whom, and with what consequences.
These questions drive this outstanding collection of papers that explore how politicization is to be theorized and methodologies for its
study. Rather than just a special sphere of activity, the volume demonstrates how politics is best thought of as an activity that can
occur across individual and various collective levels. One of the signature contributions of this volume is its exploration of these issues
across disciplines: political science, philosophy, sociology and international relations. The texts will be of interest to all students of
politics at a time when the very basis of political identity, action, and organization is contested, normatively and analytically. The texts
will help bring clarity to these debates.’ —David L. Swartz, Department of Sociology, Boston University, USA ‘Politization has become a
widely used and disputed term In International Relations (IR) and more recently in comparative politics as well. This edited volume
tries to elevate the term politization onto an analytical concept by i.a. opening it up for action theoretical and organizational
approaches. One of the great achievements of the editor is to bring conceptual order into a dispersed debate across political science
and its subdisciplines. Moreover, the contributions show how to apply the concept(s) of politization on such diﬀerent subjects such as
democratization, de-democratization, transitions, denationalization or the emergence of populism and Euroscepticism. This is a
muchawaited book which can become a conceptual point of reference for better understanding the evolution of national and
international regimes.’ —Wolfgang Merkel, Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany

DEBATES, RHETORIC AND POLITICAL ACTION
PRACTICES OF TEXTUAL INTERPRETATION AND ANALYSIS
Springer This book explicates how debates and documents can be understood, interpreted and analysed as political action. It oﬀers
the reader both a theoretical introduction and practical guidance. The authors deploy the perspective that debates are to be
understood as political activity, and documents can be regarded as frozen debates. The ﬁrst chapter discusses what is to be
understood as politics and political. The second chapter explains the concept of debate as an exchange of arguments in speaking pro
and contra. The third chapter presents concrete approaches, research practices and experiences that help analysing debates and
documents as politics. The fourth chapter consists of a number of case studies that demonstrate how researchers can proceed in
analysing parliamentary debates, documents, laws, and media articles. This book will be of use to all students and scholars interested
in analysing texts and documents, as well as in political rhetoric and parliamentary debates. &n bsp;

QUANTUM COMPUTATION AND QUANTUM INFORMATION
Cambridge University Press First-ever comprehensive introduction to the major new subject of quantum computing and quantum
information.

CENTRAL BANK INDEPENDENCE AND THE LEGACY OF THE GERMAN PAST
Cambridge University Press A study of the power struggle between Germany's central bank and the West German government to
control monetary policy in the post-war era.

NEXT GENERATION INTELLIGENT OPTICAL NETWORKS
FROM ACCESS TO BACKBONE
Springer Science & Business Media Optical networks have been in commercial deployment since the early 1980s as a result of
advances in optical, photonic, and material technologies. Although the initial deployment was based on silica ?ber with a single
wavelength modulated at low data rates, it was quickly demonstrated that ?ber can deliver much more bandwidth than any other
transmission medium, twisted pair wire, coaxial cable, or wireless. Since then, the optical network evolved to include more exciting
technologies, gratings, optical ?lters, optical multiplexers, and optical ampli?ers so that today a single ?ber can transport an
unprecedented aggregate data rate that exceeds Tbps, and this is not the upper limit yet. Thus, the ?ber optic network has been the
network of choice, and it is expected to remain so for many generationsto come, for both synchronousand asynchronouspayloads;
voice, data, video, interactive video, games, music, text, and more. In the last few years, we have also witnessed an increase in
network attacks as a result of store andforwardcomputer-basednodes. These attackshave manymaliciousobjectives:harvestsomeone
else’s data, impersonate another user, cause denial of service, destroy ?les, and more. As a result, a new ?eld in communicationis
becomingimportant,communicationnetworksand informationse- rity. In fact, the network architect and system designer is currently
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challenged to include enhanced features such as intruder detection, service restoration and countermeasures, intruder avoidance, and
so on. In all, the next generation optical network is intelligent and able to detect and outsmart malicious intruders.

TARGETED BIOMARKER QUANTITATION BY LC-MS
John Wiley & Sons The ﬁrst book to oﬀer a blueprint for overcoming the challenges to successfully quantifying biomarkers in living
organisms The demand among scientists and clinicians for targeted quantitation experiments has experienced explosive growth in
recent years. While there are a few books dedicated to bioanalysis and biomarkers in general, until now there were none devoted
exclusively to addressing critical issues surrounding this area of intense research. Target Biomarker Quantitation by LC-MS provides a
detailed blueprint for quantifying biomarkers in biological systems. It uses numerous real-world cases to exemplify key concepts, all of
which were carefully selected and presented so as to allow the concepts they embody to be easily expanded to future applications,
including new biomarker development. Target Biomarker Quantitation by LC-MS primarily focuses on the assay establishment for
biomarker quantitation—a critical issue rarely treated in depth. It oﬀers comprehensive coverage of three core areas of biomarker
assay establishment: the relationship between the measured biomarkers and their intended usage; contemporary regulatory
requirements for biomarker assays (a thorough understanding of which is essential to producing a successful and defendable
submission); and the technical challenges of analyzing biomarkers produced inside a living organism or cell. Covers the theory of and
applications for state-of-the-art mass spectrometry and chromatography and their applications in biomarker analysis Features real-life
examples illustrating the challenges involved in target biomarker quantitation and the innovative approaches which have been used
to overcome those challenges Addresses potential obstacles to obtain eﬀective biomarker level and data interpretation, such as
speciﬁcity establishment and sample collection Outlines a tiered approach and ﬁt-for-purpose assay protocol for target biomarker
quantitation Highlights the current state of the biomarker regulatory environment and protocol standards Target Biomarker
Quantitation by LC-MS is a valuable resource for bioanalytical scientists, drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics scientists, clinical
scientists, analytical chemists, and others for whom biomarker quantitation is an important tool of the trade. It also functions as an
excellent text for graduate courses in pharmaceutical, biochemistry and chemistry.

THE PERSONAL OF THE POLITICAL
TRANSGENERATIONAL DIALOGUES IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN FEMINISMS
Cambridge Scholars Publishing In an era of the radicalization of political ideologies in Europe, long-lasting societal remnants of the
economic breakdown, and the neoliberalist consolidation of capitalist values, it is ethically relevant to critically reconceptualise the
meaning and role of European feminisms and the challenges they have to confront today, both locally and transnationally. In the face
of ubiquitous beliefs about feminism having exhausted itself, such a rethinking of the place and priorities of feminist politics within and
outside academia is urgently needed. The popularization of the so-called faux-feminisms, assuming attained emancipation in the
present-day neoliberal environment of advanced capitalism, calls for close examination and creative counter-strategies. Bearing in
mind that the patterns of oppression still prevail, becoming even more and more insidious and complex, it is all the more necessary to
identify, scrutinize, and contest the vicissitudes of the dominant apparatus of control and subjugation, and to demystify the
purportedly gender-inclusive operations of the regime. As such, the book seeks to renew an academic and political interest in the
epistemological tradition of context-created knowledge. Bringing together authors from diverse geopolitical locations, this volume
constitutes a forum for fruitful encounters across generations and national and cultural diﬀerences, contributing to a better
understanding of the complexities of patriarchal ideologies and to the creation of a more sustainable communal future. The book
oﬀers a collection of chapters introducing situated perspectives which adopt intersectional optics in order to analyze the
transformations of the contemporary socio-political realm and reﬂect research priorities within present-day feminist scholarship.

EARLY MODERN EUROPE, 1450-1789
Cambridge University Press "The title of this book, and perhaps also of the course for which you are reading it, is Early Modern
Europe. The dates in the title inform you about the chronological span covered (1450-1789), but they do not explain the designation
"early modern." Thatterm was developed by historians seeking to reﬁne an intellectual model ﬁrst devised during this very period,
when scholars divided European history into three parts: ancient (to the end of the Roman Empire in the west in the ﬁfth century),
medieval (from the ﬁfth century to the ﬁfteenth), and modern (from the ﬁfteenth century to their own time). In this model, the break
between the Middle Ages and the modern era was marked by the ﬁrst voyage of Columbus (1492) and the beginning of the Protestant
Reformation (1517), though some scholars, especially those who focused on Italy, set the break somewhat earlier with the Italian
Renaissance. This three-part periodization became extremely inﬂuential, and as the modern era grew longer and longer, historians
began to divide it into "early modern" - from the Renaissance or Columbus to the French Revolution in 1789 - and what we might call
"truly modern" - from the French Revolution to whenever they happened to be writing"--

WHAT IS A COMPLEX SYSTEM?
Yale University Press A clear, concise introduction to the quickly growing ﬁeld of complexity science that explains its conceptual
and mathematical foundations What is a complex system? Although “complexity science” is used to understand phenomena as
diverse as the behavior of honeybees, the economic markets, the human brain, and the climate, there is no agreement about its
foundations. In this introduction for students, academics, and general readers, philosopher of science James Ladyman and physicist
Karoline Wiesner develop an account of complexity that brings the diﬀerent concepts and mathematical measures applied to complex
systems into a single framework. They introduce the diﬀerent features of complex systems, discuss diﬀerent conceptions of
complexity, and develop their own account. They explain why complexity science is so important in today’s world.
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VISUAL JOURNEYS THROUGH WORDLESS NARRATIVES
AN INTERNATIONAL INQUIRY WITH IMMIGRANT CHILDREN AND THE ARRIVAL
A&C Black Winner of the Literacy Research Association's 2015 Edward B. Fry Book Award Immigration is an ongoing, global
phenomenon and schools and teachers in host countries must continually ﬁnd new ways of working with the increasing numbers of
immigrant pupils, including refugees and asylum seekers. Language and literacy are crucial for inclusion in a new context but these
must be developed in spaces where these children feel safe to explore themes that resonate with their experiences; to express their
understanding and to engage in intercultural exchange. Visual Journeys Through Wordless Narratives presents the exploration of
response strategies to Shaun Tan's The Arrival. The inquiry was carried out in educational settings, with children from many diﬀerent
parts of the world, in four host countries: the UK, Spain, Italy and the USA. The ﬁndings reveal the beneﬁts of using wordless
narratives such as picturebooks and graphic novels together with visual strategies to support immigrant children's literary
understandings and visual literacy. They also reveal the wealth of experiences the children bring with them which have the potential
to transform educational practices.

THE CAMBRIDGE WORLD HISTORY: VOLUME 5, EXPANDING WEBS OF EXCHANGE AND CONFLICT,
500CE–1500CE
Cambridge University Press Volume 5 of the Cambridge World History series uncovers the cross-cultural exchange and conquest,
and the accompanying growth of regional and trans-regional states, religions, and economic systems, during the period 500 to 1500
CE. The volume begins by outlining a series of core issues and processes across the world, including human relations with nature,
gender and family, social hierarchies, education, and warfare. Further essays examine maritime and land-based networks of longdistance trade and migration in agricultural and nomadic societies, and the transmission and exchange of cultural forms, scientiﬁc
knowledge, technologies, and text-based religious systems that accompanied these. The ﬁnal section surveys the development of
centralized regional states and empires in both the eastern and western hemispheres. Together these essays by an international team
of leading authors show how processes furthering cultural, commercial, and political integration within and between various regions of
the world made this millennium a 'proto-global' era.

GENDERED TEMPORALITIES IN THE EARLY MODERN WORLD
Gendering the Late Medieval and Early Modern World Is time gendered? This international, interdisciplinary anthology studies
the early modern era to analyze how material objects express, shape, complicate, and extend human concepts of time and how
people commemorate time diﬀerently. It examines conceptual aspects of time, such as the categories women and men use to deﬁne
it, and the somatic, lived experiences of time ranging between an instant and the course of family life. Drawing on a wide array of
textual and material primary sources, this book assesses the ways that gender and other categories of diﬀerence aﬀect
understandings of time.

MOBILITY FOR SMART CITIES AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT- CHALLENGES FOR HIGHER
Springer Nature This book presents recent research on interactive collaborative learning. We are currently witnessing a signiﬁcant
transformation in the development of education and especially post-secondary education. To face these challenges, higher education
has to ﬁnd innovative ways to quickly respond to these new needs. On the one hand, there is a pressure by the new situation in
regard to the COVID pandemic. On the other hand, the methods and organizational forms of teaching and learning at higher
educational institutions have changed rapidly in recent months. Scientiﬁcally based statements as well as excellent experiences (best
practice) are absolutely necessary. These were the aims connected with the 24th International Conference on Interactive
Collaborative Learning (ICL2021), which was held online by Technische Universität Dresden, Germany, on 22-24 September 2021.
Since its beginning in 1998, this conference is devoted to new approaches in learning with a focus on collaborative learning in Higher
Education. Nowadays, the ICL conferences are a forum of the exchange of relevant trends and research results as well as the
presentation of practical experiences in Learning and Engineering Pedagogy. In this way, we try to bridge the gap between "pure"
scientiﬁc research and the everyday work of educators. This book contains papers in the ﬁelds of Teaching Best Practices Research in
Engineering Pedagogy Engineering Pedagogy Education Entrepreneurship in Engineering Education Project-Based Learning Virtual and
Augmented Learning Immersive Learning in Healthcare and Medical Education. Interested readership includes policymakers,
academics, educators, researchers in pedagogy and learning theory, schoolteachers, learning industry, further and continuing
education lecturers, etc.

WOMEN AND GENDER IN THE EARLY MODERN WORLD
CRITICAL CONCEPTS IN WOMEN'S HISTORY
Routledge

REHABILITATION OF SPORTS INJURIES
SCIENTIFIC BASIS
John Wiley & Sons Rehabilitation is, by deﬁnition, the restoration of optimal formand function for an athlete. In this edition in
theEncyclopedia series, the editor and contributors advocatethat rehabilitation should begin as soon as possible after theinjurty
occurs, alongside therapeutic measures such asanti-inﬂammatories and other pain killing agents. This might alsobegin before, or
immediately after, surgery. The rehabilitative process is therefore managed by amulti-disciplinary team, including physicians,
physiotherapists,psychologists, nutritionists, and athletic trainers, amongstothers. This book considers the three phases of
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rehabilitation: painrelief, protection of the aﬀected area and limitation of tissuedamage; limitation of impairment and recovery of
ﬂexibility,strength, endurance, balance and co-ordination; and ﬁnally thestart of conditioning to return to training and competition.

EARLY MODERN EUROPE, 1450–1789
Cambridge University Press Thoroughly updated edition of a best-selling, acclaimed book, placing early modern European history
in a global and environmental context.

MILITARISM AND THE INDO-EUROPEANIZING OF EUROPE
Taylor & Francis This book argues that the Indo-Europeanizing of Europe essentially began shortly before 1600 BC, when lands rich
in natural resources were taken over by military forces from the Eurasian steppe and from southern Caucasia. First were the copper
and silver mines (along with good harbors) in Greece, and the copper and gold mines of the Carpathian basin. By ca. 1500 BC other
military men had taken over the amber coasts of Scandinavia and the metalworking district of the southern Alps. These military
takeovers oﬀer the most likely explanations for the origins of the Greek, Keltic, Germanic and Italic subgroups of the Indo-European
language family. Battleﬁeld warfare and militarism, Robert Drews contends, were novelties ca. 1600 BC and were a consequence of
the military employment of chariots. Current opinion is that militarism and battleﬁeld warfare are as old as formal states, going back
before 3000 BC. Another current opinion is that the Indo-Europeanizing of Europe happened long before 1600 BC. The "Kurgan theory"
of Marija Gimbutas and David Anthony dates it from late in the ﬁfth to early in the third millennium BC and explains it as the result of
horse-riding conquerors or raiders coming to Europe from the steppe. Colin Renfrew’s Archaeology and Language dates the IndoEuropeanizing of Europe to the seventh and sixth millennia BC, and explains it as a consequence of the spread of agriculture in a
"wave of advance" from Anatolia through Europe. Pairing linguistic with archaeological evidence Drews concludes that in Greece and
Italy, at least, no Indo-European language could have arrived before the second millennium BC.

UNDERSTANDING WESTERN SOCIETY, VOLUME 1: FROM ANTIQUITY TO THE ENLIGHTENMENT
A BRIEF HISTORY: FROM ANTIQUITY TO ENLIGHTENMENT
Macmillan Based on the highly successful A History of Western Society, Understanding Western Society: A Brief History captures
students’ interest in the everyday life of the past and ties social history to the broad sweep of politics and culture. Abridged by 30%,
the narrative is paired with innovative pedagogy, designed to help students focus on signiﬁcant developments as they read and
review. An innovative, three-step end-of-Chapter study guide helps students master key facts and move toward synthesis.

FOWLER'S ZOO AND WILD ANIMAL MEDICINE CURRENT THERAPY, VOLUME 10 - E-BOOK
Elsevier Health Sciences Fowler's Current Therapy format ensures that each volume in the series covers all-new topics with timely
information on current topics of interest in the ﬁeld. Focused coverage oﬀers just the right amount of depth — often fewer than 10
pages in a chapter — which makes the material easier to access and easier to understand. General taxon-based format covers all
terrestrial vertebrate taxa plus selected topics on aquatic and invertebrate taxa. Updated information from the Zoological Information
Management System (ZIMS) includes records from their growing database for 2.3 million animals (374,000 living) and 23,000 taxa,
which can serve as a basis for new research. Expert, global contributors include authors from the U.S. and 25 other countries, each
representing trends in their part of the world, and each focusing on the latest research and clinical management of captive and freeranging wild animals.

THE QUEST FOR ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Cambridge University Press Artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) is a ﬁeld within computer science that is attempting to build enhanced
intelligence into computer systems. This book traces the history of the subject, from the early dreams of eighteenth-century (and
earlier) pioneers to the more successful work of today's AI engineers. AI is becoming more and more a part of everyone's life. The
technology is already embedded in face-recognizing cameras, speech-recognition software, Internet search engines, and health-care
robots, among other applications. The book's many diagrams and easy-to-understand descriptions of AI programs will help the casual
reader gain an understanding of how these and other AI systems actually work. Its thorough (but unobtrusive) end-of-chapter notes
containing citations to important source materials will be of great use to AI scholars and researchers. This book promises to be the
deﬁnitive history of a ﬁeld that has captivated the imaginations of scientists, philosophers, and writers for centuries.

SOURCES FOR WESTERN SOCIETY, VOLUME 1
FROM ANTIQUITY TO THE ENLIGHTENMENT
Bedford/St. Martin's Sources for Western Society provides a variety of primary sources to accompany A History of Western Society,
Eleventh Edition and the new Value edition of A History of Western Society. With over ﬁfty new selections—including a dozen new
visual sources—and enhanced pedagogy throughout, students are given the tools to engage critically with canonical and lesser known
sources, and prominent and ordinary voices. Each chapter includes a "Sources in Conversation" feature that presents diﬀering views
on key topics. This companion reader is an exceptional value for students and oﬀers plenty of assignment options for instructors.
Sources for Western Society is free when packaged with A History of Western Society and is heavily discounted when packaged with A
History of Western Society, Value Edition.

GENDER IN HISTORY
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES
John Wiley & Sons A concise yet comprehensive account of the roles and inﬂuences of gender over the millennia, featuring new and
updated content throughout Gender in History: Global Perspectives, Third Edition, explores the construction and evolution of gender in
many of the world’s cultures from the Paleolithic era to the COVID pandemic of the twenty-ﬁrst century. Broad in geographic and
topical scope, this comprehensive volume discusses the ways families, religions, social hierarchies, politics, work, education, art,
sexuality, and other issues are linked to various conceptions of gender. Now organized chronologically rather than topically, this
extensively revised edition presents a wealth of up-to-date information based on the scholarship of the last decade. New and
expanded chapters oﬀer insights on the connections between gender and key events and trends in world history, including
domestication and the development of agriculture, the growth of cities and larger-scale political structures, the spread of world
religions, changing ideas of race, class, and sexuality, colonialism and imperialism, capitalism, wars, revolutions, and more. Written by
a distinguished scholar in the ﬁeld of women's and gender history, this third edition of Gender in History: Examines how gender roles
were shaped by family life, religious traditions, various other institutions, and how the institutions were inﬂuenced by gender
Considers why gender variations developed in diﬀerent cultures and in diverse social, ethnic, and racial groups within a single culture
Addresses ideas in diﬀerent cultures that shaped both informal societal norms and formalized laws Explores debates about the origins
of patriarchy, the development of complex gender hierarchies, and contemporary movements for social change Discusses the gender
implications of modern issues including the global pandemic and ongoing cultural and economic shifts Includes an accessible
introduction to key theoretical and methodological issues and an instructor’s website site with visual and written original sources
Gender in History: Global Perspectives, Third Edition, is essential reading for undergraduate and graduate students in courses such as
those on women’s history, women in world history, and gender in world history, and a valuable supplement for general survey courses
within History and Women’s and Gender Studies programs.

NANOTECHNOLOGY STANDARDS
Springer Science & Business Media Written by a team of experts, Nanotechnology Standards provides the ﬁrst comprehensive,
state-of-the-art reviews of nanotechnology standards development, both in the ﬁeld of standards development and in speciﬁc areas of
nanotechnology. It also describes global standards-developing processes for nanotechnology, which can be extended to other
emerging technologies. For topics related to nanotechnology, the reviews summarize active areas of standards development,
supporting knowledge and future directions in easy-to-understand language aimed at a broad technical audience. This unique book is
also an excellent resource for up-to-date information on the growing base of knowledge supporting the introduction of nanotechnology
standards and applications into the market. Praise for this volume: “This book provides a valuable and detailed overview of current
activities and issues relevant to the area as well as a useful summary of the short history of standardization for nanotechnologies and
the somewhat longer history of standardization in general. I have no hesitation in recommending this book to anyone with an interest
in nanotechnologies whether it is from a technical or societal perspective.” --Dr. Peter Hatto, Director of Research, IonBond Limited,
Durham, UK

SOURCES OF WORLD SOCIETIES, VOLUME 1
TO 1600
Macmillan Higher Education Sources of World Societies is an expertly crafted collection of historical sources with a variety of
global, cultural perspectives from around the world.

AFTER THE HISTORY OF SEXUALITY
GERMAN GENEALOGIES WITH AND BEYOND FOUCAULT
Berghahn Books Michel Foucault's seminal The History of Sexuality (1976–1984) has since its publication provided a context for the
emergence of critical historical studies of sexuality. This collection reassesses the state of the historiography on sexuality—a ﬁeld in
which the German case has been traditionally central. In many diverse ways, the Foucauldian intervention has governed the formation
of questions in the ﬁeld as well as the assumptions about how some of these questions should be answered. It can be argued,
however, that some of these revolutionary insights have ossiﬁed into dogmas or truisms within the ﬁeld. Yet, as these contributions
meticulously reveal, those very truisms, when revisited with a fresh eye, can lead to new, unexpected insights into the history of
sexuality, necessitating a return to and reinterpretation of Foucault's richly complex work. This volume will be necessary reading for
students of historical sexuality as well as for those readers in German history and German studies generally who have an interest in
the history of sexuality.

A HISTORY OF WESTERN SOCIETY, CONCISE EDITION, COMBINED VOLUME
Bedford Books Praised by instructors and students alike for its readability and attention to everyday life, the new Concise Edition of
A History of Western Society provides the full narrative of the comprehensive edition, as well as a selection of features and tools to
engage today's students and save instructors time. This edition includes an enhanced primary source program, a question-driven
narrative, ﬁve chapters devoted to the lives of ordinary people that make the past real and relevant, and the best and latest
scholarship throughout. Available for free when packaged with the print book, the popular digital assignment options for this text bring
skill building and assessment to a highly eﬀective level. The active learning options come in LaunchPad , which combines an
accessible e-book with LearningCurve, an adaptive and automatically graded learning tool that--when assigned--helps ensure students
read the book; the complete companion reader with quizzes on each source; and many other study and assessment tools. For
instructors who want the easiest and most aﬀordable way to ensure students come to class prepared, Achieve Read & Practice pairs
LearningCurve adaptive quizzing and our mobile, accessible Value Edition e-book, in one easy-to-use product.
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SHAPING CITIZENSHIP
A POLITICAL CONCEPT IN THEORY, DEBATE AND PRACTICE
Routledge Citizenship is a core concept for the social sciences, and citizenship is also frequently interpreted, challenged and
contested in diﬀerent political arenas. Shaping Citizenship explores how the concept is debated and contested, deﬁned and redeﬁned,
used and constructed by diﬀerent agents, at diﬀerent times, and with regard to both theory and practice. The book uses a reﬂexive
and constructivist perspective on the concept of citizenship that draws on the theory and methodology of conceptual history. This
approach enables a panorama of politically important readings on citizenship that provide an interdisciplinary perspective and help to
transcend narrow and simpliﬁed views on citizenship. The three parts of the book focus respectively on theories, debates and
practices of citizenship. In the chapters, constructions and struggles related to citizenship are approached by experts from diﬀerent
ﬁelds. Thematically the chapters focus on political representation, migration, internationalization, sub-and transnationalization as well
as the Europeanisation of citizenship. An indispensable read to scholars and students, Shaping Citizenship presents new ways to study
the conceptual changes, struggles and debates related to core dimensions of this ever-evolving concept.

THE THREE PIGS
Andersen Press Limited Satisfying both as a story and as an exploration of story, The Three Pigs takes visual narrative to a new
level. When the wolf comes a-knocking and a-puﬃng, he blows the pigs right out of the tale and into a whole new imaginative
landscape, where they begin a freewheeling adventure as they wander-and ﬂy-through other stories, encountering a dragon and a cat
with a ﬁddle, among others. This familiar tale will never be the same old story again.

TRANSPLANTATION ETHICS, SECOND EDITION
Georgetown University Press Although the history of organ transplant has its roots in ancient Christian mythology, it is only in the
past ﬁfty years that body parts from a dead person have successfully been procured and transplanted into a living person. After
fourteen years, the three main issues that Robert Veatch ﬁrst outlined in his seminal study Transplantation Ethics still remain:
deciding when human beings are dead; deciding when it is ethical to procure organs; and deciding how to allocate organs, once
procured. However, much has changed. Enormous strides have been made in immunosuppression. Alternatives to the donation model
are debated much more openly—living donors are used more widely and hand and face transplants have become more common,
raising issues of personal identity. In this second edition of Transplantation Ethics, coauthored by Lainie Friedman Ross, transplant
professionals and advocates will ﬁnd a comprehensive update of this critical work on transplantation policies.
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